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by William Madden and Robert Parry
Last fall after an orgy of political maneuvering and compromise, the Colb y
Constitutional Convention spawned a great litter of college committees. One of
her offspring was the FPC.
At the time of the Convention, the Financial Priorities Committee was acclaimed as a body with the power to bring significant change to Colby as well as
an example of the college's readiness to place students at the very heart of power
the financial resources. Thus far , however, the promise of FPC remains unfulfilled
and the flowery rhetoric at its creation seems to many students a cruel, unscrupulous publicity hype.
The Constitution states that FPC "exists to submit to the President its com
ments and recommendations concerning the adequacy of the College 's progress
and activities in relation to the Colby resources; and to review the budget with
the administration prior to tis presentation to the board ."Thus far, however , the
committee has submitted neither comments nor recommendations to the President and has not yet seen the college budget.
The difficulties for FPC began shortly after its organization last spring. At
the first meeting, Vice-president Williams, Colby 's financial director, informed the
committee that he would not divulge the total budget. He gave them instead the
Treasurer 's Report , which is a public document and breaks dwon the budget only
into broad areas of expenses. The Report, known also as the balance sheet, gives .
the entire academic expenditure of the college under one heading "Instruction
and Research. " This amount comes to over $2 million and includes along with
the allocations for the academic departments, the money given to Phys. Ed.
Mr. Williams in defending his decision explained that releasing the budget
to the committee would jeopardize its confidentiality and that FPC could fulfill
its duties by examining the balance sheet and noting general trends. Mr. Williams
was supported in this stand by President Stridor and the Budget and Finance
Committee of the Board of Trustees..
The student members of the committee (Nick Nash , Swift Tarbell , and Dave
Freeman) were extremel y dissatisfied with Williams' decision. Nash reminded the
Vice-president of the Consititution's authorization for FPC to "review the BUDGET
not just the balance sheet. Swift Tarbell pointed out that the delegates at the Convention had taken a special vote on this specific question and decided that the budget would be opened to the committee. Mr. Williams was not dissuaded.
Because of these arguments and the unavailability of the bud get, FPC hardl y
began to fulfill its designated functions. After four meetings , FPC had reached no
official conclusions; they sent to the President no recommendations.
Swift Tarbell described the FPC deliberations as "the most frustrating thing
I've ever experienced. "Nash called it "the Ron Williams Seminar on Priorities at
Colby. " Dav e Freeman complained that "whenever we asked specifi c questions ,
they gave general, hypothetical answers." One night when President Strider attended a meeting, the President and the Vice-president exchanged compliments for
forty-five minutes. The three students agreed that unless the bud get was broken

Vice-president Pullen
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down to the dcpartmenlal level , progress in the committee was unlikel y. Nick
Nash has resigned from FPC , deeming it a "waste of time. "
However , the faculty and administration members ol the committee are
not as pessimistic. Prof. Yeagor Hudson believes that with the breakdwon available and throug h observations of campus life , FPC could "look toward general
trends" and make general recommendations. Me told the ECHO that "we don 't
actuall y need the breakdown we're asking for unless we 're going to make a detailed report. " He did add , however , that a comp lete breakdown would put the
committe e in a "better position. "
Pro f. Paul Machemer exp lained thai FPC did not make any recommendations to the President because "it never reall y was organized. " He told us that
there wens "mixed feelings about what should come out before the committee "
and that his believes "certain things should not, such us faculty salaries and department allocations. " He opposed the publicati on of faculty salaries calling it
an invasion of privacy , and he questioned "whether the value of a department
can be evaluated throug h dollars and cents. " Pro f. Machemer still has hope for
FPC. He said , "the commit lee has not yet begun to do its work .
Acting Vice-president Robert I'ullen , who is substituting for Mr. Williams
who is on sabbatical , told the ECHO that he would initiate no major changes in
regard to the bud get breakdown. He Huid , "Being in his (Mr. Williams ') position
for one year , 1 have no intention of chang ing former policy established by President Stridor and Mr. Williams. " Willi the aid of the Treasurer 's Report , Mr. ,
Pullen said , FPC should be able to "estimate what the general thrust of the
college! has been over a period of lime passed....(and) consider changes for new
proposals in specific departments or divisions; in other words, exp lore fu ture
planning. " He expressed concern over the possibility of rash jud gments from
tin; committee. He . cautioned thai "lime is needed to mainta in rationall y
thought-out academic programs; one cannot make overni ght shifts in response
to different burd ens arising in different departments. "
In an ECHO interview , President Strider offered other reasons for withholding a more comp lete bud get breakd own. He told us that the administration
fears that "an uninformed person might makes invidious comparisons. For instance , the President went on , in a h ypothetical budge t the chemistry .jhspartmtsnl mi ght receive more money than the Eng lish department because the
operation of a chemistry department requires n large investment in Iab«|'a eilities
Con ' t on pg. 2
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A person not realizing this might misinterpret the fi gures to mean that the college values chemistry more than English. The publication of departmental allocations could also lead to friction among the various departments, he warned.
President Strider sounded a hopeful note on the question of the breakdown. He assured us that the administration would work to resolve the problem
He said , "We 'll find some way to make the wheels turn...the administration is
exploring means to release some of the bud getary information. "A decision on
the matter will prob ably be made sometime in November.
The alternatives to the bud get breakdown which President Strider alluded
to were proposed by Prof. Henry Gemery of the economics department. Prof.
Gemery described his plan basically as "an index number framework which
would preserve the confidentiality of absolute figures but would allow the FPC
to assess the relative expenditure patterns existing at the college. " "Index number framework" means the conversion of absolute (actual) figures into precentages
Mr. Gemery 's proposals are the result of research he has done into the FPC
impasse. He told the ECHO that his entire plan is experimental and he has "no
idea whether it will work ," nor whether it will "insure the confidentiality of the
budget." He said that the extent of knowledge required by the FPC depends on
the ambitiousness of its goals. If FPC were going to be "directing funds, they
would need more information than the Treasurer 's Report, but if they were going to act as a watchdog of the budget, they could operate with the Treasurer 's
Report and a general intuitive sense. '.
The Gemery Plan is as yet, very fl exibl e, and it has problems that need to
be ironed out. For instance, if the absolute budgetary fi gures are converted to
index numbers, then only one absolute figure is needed to
reconstruct the entire bud get. To avoid such an eventuality, Mr. Gemery suggests the use of an intermediate set of numbers (such as, relative money per
student served). However, this plan too has problems because some departments
(like P.E.) serve, in a vague way, the entire campus. Another option could be to
release bud getary figures (either absolute or index) for areas of study (e.g. humanities , natural science , phys. ed.) rather than by departments. Such as "area
breakdown" might avoid the problem of interdepartmental rivalries, and it would
make it more difficult for anyone to estimate salaries for individual professors.
Prof. Hogendorn , acting chairman of the economics department , called
Gemery 's plan a " fr u it ful possibility to explore. "
However, the administration say s that it cannot deal with the proposals
until November . President Strider reminded us that "I am working with a new
administrative team. " And Dean of Faculty R. Mark Benbow the second administrator on FPC, exp lained that since both he and Mr. Pullen are new at their
jobs and are now immersed in preparations for the October 30 Trustee Meeting,
they would not have time to consider Gemery 's Plan until after the meeting.
Thus far this year, no meeting for FPC has been scheduled.

Again this week I have committee reports and notes on the
progress of such proposals as Pass/Fail, dorm autonomy, and
the lack of progress toward obtaining budgetary figures to enable the Financial Priorities Committee to function effectivel y.
One hopes that this is an indication of the effective institution
of the committee structure contrived by Con. Some of the
more formidable issues on campus are currently being considered, however, there certainly exists many other questions
that await action. This is still a time of test and rc-evalualion .
of the Con Con structure and a time when the efficiency and
responsiveness of committees is under close scrutiny. It being
the first full academic year since the results of Con Con have
been in effect, necessitates a concerted effort by all committees
to realize their full potential and to demonstrate to the community that Con Con was a step towards more equitable governance
and not an augmentation to the existing bureaucracy. Hopefull y
all college committees will begin to meet and commence with
the already urgent and delayed business before them.
CONFERENCE & REVIEW BOARD:
The Executive Committee of CRB has been meeting regularly
and is currently considering the question of ROTC's existence
on campus. The Executive Committee handles practicall y all
of the business of CRB and the entire 86 member Conference
is convened only after an unsettled conflict has had recourse
to all other mediating bodies on campus. The Executive Committee has written letters to the President of Stu-G and the
President of the college asking each body (Stu-G and the faculty) to reaffirm their respective stands on the existence of ROTC
on campus while the faculty favored their staying. What the Executive Committee is attempting to clarif y by asking each bod y
to reaffirm its stand , is the possibility that with the high percentage of annual turnover in each body may have changed the
feeling of them oh the issue to which they voted last year. If
the votes of last spring are reaffirm ed as they stand , then the
CRB will mediate the issue in the normal way and forward
recommendations to the Board of Trustees, The general feeling is, however, that the faculty opinion may have changed
and the faculty may vote against the presence of ROTC on
campus, If there is no conflict subsequent to Stu-G and faculty meetings, the Executive Committee of CRB will merely
forward these results to the Board of Trustees which is planning to discuss this issue in their October ftOlh meeting,
Also being presented at the October faculty meeting will
be a reaffirmation of their vole in favor of establishing u college committee on Racial Minoritie s. The Student Government
vote rejected formation of this body. In ligh t of the Stu-0 vote,
as well as negative feelings expressed by several black students
about the idea of such a committee , the faculty is expected to
drop their consideration of this committee nnd the Conference

and Review Board will not have an issue.
The final consideration of theCRB is an election this Monday
October 12 for three freshmen and three additional Juniors to
the student delegation.
SOPHOMORE CLASS:
The Sophomore Glass is again planning several activities of a
cultural and social nature after the success of their 2nd Annual
Colby Rock and Air Festival held last week. The officers are arranging to sponsor a film series, a speech by a prominent U. S.
Senator and an all-campus wine party. Of a more substantive
nature , the officers are currently drawing up a proposal to be
given to the Dean's room selection. Also presently pending consideration for a change in the Women's Physical Education requirements to make them compatible with the men's. Finally,
the officers arc beginning an intensive review of the class offices
to devise a more appropriate body to serve their function . Reports of the progress of these three proposals will be included
in this column each week and suggestions that anyone may have
should be forwarded to the officers of the Sophomore Class.
RIGHTS & RULES:
Unlike the apparent stagnation of the Financial Priorities
Committee, the Rights and Rules Committee has been working
with incredible progress at the task of devising guidelines for the
implementation of dorm autonomy. At the lime this article was
written , guidlincsJ to insure privacy , freedom from coercion and
excessive noise, and provisions to prevent "live in" arrangements
has already been drawn up. The only other conditions requested
of the committee by the Board of Trustees is that specific procedural points be outlined for the introduction of dorm autonomy
to the individual living units. Matters concerning security will
also be considered before the package of guidelines and stipulations on dorm autonomy is sent to the President for approval.
This progress indicates strong favorable possiblitics for the early
Institution of dorm autonomy on campus.

EDU C ATI ONAL, P OLI CY CO MMITTEE

At the time that this article was written , EPC had again failed
to muster a consensus on a Pass/Fail proposal and had regressed
into utter confusion over the basic principles and objectives of
their "fifth course " Pass/Fail plan. The Pass/Fail proposal approved last spring and agreed upon by an overwhelming majority
of the EPC at the time is presently on the agenda for vole at the
October faculty meeting. The lil'C this year made the unfortu, natc mistake of re-introducing the issue of Pass/Kail to the committee while they had already agreed on one plan that is the one
(mentioned above) pending faculty approval, With the presence
of several new faculty and administrative members to EPC this
year , many of the already answered questions are Being asked
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again and new ideas for Pass/Fail from those members have begun to germinate. Now EPC is in the position where they can
not even agree on the proposal currently before the faculty and
they are unable to agree on modifications to the proposal or on
an entirely new one. A compromise proposal by Steve Orlov and
Charlie Hogan will be presented at the next EPC meeting but it
is doubtful that an acceptable plan will be devised in time for the
faculty meeting this month. Hogan and Orlov arc suggesting that
the current proposal before the faculty be amended to stipulate
that a student may 1) elect courses to be Pass/Fail that fall beyond
the 12 credit hour minimum 2) that a pass will constitute a grade
of A through D and will carry one quality point 3) that professors will know who is taking Pass/Fail in their courses as their students will have to notif y them of their intent to do so within the
change of course period 4) and that departments will determine
what, if any courses in a major's department may be taken Pass/
Fail. Hopefully, EPC will be able to determine rapidly its principles and intentions behind the institution of "fifth course" Puss/
Fail and that some compromise plan can be agreed upon.
The EPC also had a departmental report by Dr. Winkin , Chairman of the Physical Education Department , at their last meeting.
Winkin outlined the department philosophy particularl y enunciating
their desire to expose Colby students to certain forma of athletic
activity that would be relevant to them for the rest of their lives
and to insure that students appreciate the importance of maintaining good physical condition. He elaborated in detail on tho new
one-year requirement for men's physical education and defined
the system of testing each individual on his physical fitness, swimming ability , and prowess in at least two "lifetime" sports. Questions were directed to Winkin concerning the quality of instruction in men's physical education and he stated that certainl y not
every instructor wvs the most competent in every particular area of
of instruction , but that instructors were hired to carry a triple- duty
of physical education instruction , coaghing and administration. This
multi-responsibility was attributed by Winkin to account for certain
shortcomings in the program of physical education.
The question of a "double standard" that exists between men sand women's physical education requirements was suggested to
Winkcn. He responded that the Wonen's Physical Education Department believed very strongly in their requirements, but alluded
to a feeling that may be a lime of re-evaluation of the requirements
was in order and that he would remain responsive to any suggestions
or proposals,
Questions of the accessibility of the Athletic Department's budget were answered with a definity no, while Inquiries Into alleged
recruiting and athletic scholarship grants wore refuted , Generally,
an open forum existed ot the meeting as Dr. Winkin addressed himself to some new nreos as well as some perpetually controversial
issues and his replies were generally consistent with his policy of
last year.
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by J. 0. Rosenthal
The ECHO has asked me for an article in support of the recentl y enunciated
policy rejecting coeducational dormitories. Although I was a member of the committee which prepared the policy statement which the Trustees approved , the following remarks should not be construed as representing anyone but myself.
The Trustees stated four general bases for opposing a new residential housing pattern: 1) "we do not think this is an appropriate or desirable mode of living
for Colby students;" 2) "we do not wish the college to project the type of image
which such housing creates;" 3) "we feel the risks to psychological , emotional ,
and physical health are sufficient to deter us;" and 4) "we feel that the creation of
coeducational dormitories would not be acceptable to the (larger) college community." Note that there is neither a claim of scientific objectiv ity nor a precise reading
of a mass of experimental data; the policy is stated as an expression on thoughts ,
wishes and feelings. It is with these that I concur , reserving the opportunity to alter
my position if valid data are subsequentl y convincing to me.
1) "An appropriate or desirable mode of living, " it seems to me, is one which
provides the maximum opportunity for personal growth of the individual as a whole
being, while at the same time recognizing that one lives with other people deserving
the same maximum opportunity/Each Colby student has a unique developmental
history, creating unique needs, but has chosen a college which is primarily residential and thereby requires some degree of conformity and consideration of others in
the dormitories. Colby students represent a very broad spectru m on such variables
as extent and form of interaction with members of the opposite sex , or members
of the same sex; need for sleep, quiet for stud y, and privacy ; maturity of judgment;
and conformity to or independence from peer group pressures. On these and many
other bases, compromises are called for in creating an "atmosphere " conductive to
learning in dormitories In my own quest for determining the desirability of coeducational dormitories, I have been guided by my own observations of Colby student
needs on these various spectra , partiall y direct observation and partiall y through the
testimonies of countless students. I have also relied on the jud gments of others famil
iar with large numbers o[ Colby students, and of those at other colleges and universities. Althoug h this is an area which is rapidly changing, it is still onl y a tiny minority of institutions of hi gher education which has concluded that its students develop
most full y thro ugh opportunities for coeducational dormitories.
2) What of the "image " the college projects? To permit a coeducational , dormitory is to project an image of "liberalism " in student life far beyond any heretofore projected image. That such liberalism would have certain unfortunate consequences in reducing alumni support , both financial and psychological , has alread y been
manifest. Certain parent and student groups would find the college more appealing,
and others less appealing, and a similar reaction would occur among faculty and potential faculty . Many of us are here today because we like the current "image " and
the many ramifications of that "image. " I do not wish to suggest that I oppose all
change , or that the college should be primaril y influenced by its concern for "what
other people will think , " but whatever mi ght be gained by coeducational dormitories seems outwei ghed b y losses, and this particular change o f' image." will be a loss
I fear.
3) Are there "risks to psychological , emotional and physical health?
Graham Balinc , Chief of Psychiatry at th4 Harvard University Health Service ,
slates: "Such permissiveness seems to put an unhealth y degree of pressure on
that segment of the student population looking for hel p in controlling their
physical impulses , as well as on that other group of students who are not
read y to meet this kind of challenge." (Youth and the Hazards of Affluence,
p. 55). It seems clear to me that as the colleges (including Colby) hav e become
more permissive , thfcre has been a greater and greater demand for more psy chiatric and psychological counselling. The venereal disease rate is rising rap idl y
(perhaps partl y because of the pill), and unwanted pregnancies and abortions
appear to be more frequent (perhaps partl y despite the pill). Surely there are
students for whom the risks are much less than for other students , but it seems
to me unwise to create a situation which will increase the risks for some without sign ificant compensating values. There is no one-to-one causal relationsh ip
between these factors and greater association between males and females, and
the elimination of dormitory contacts will not eliminate the problems. At the
same time , it dons appear to me that one type of enviromenl is more conducivi
to health than another.
4) The college exists in a larger community , which in numerous ways
makes it clear that it would not look with favor upon coeducational housing. Tins
college could , if it so desired , pay little attention to this community , but it would
soon find a number of negative consequences. Students seeking off-eampus housing might be . rejected as "undesirables; " faculty would find thai town-gown hostility made life off the hill unp leasant for themselves and ihoir families; joint efforts to improve the "cultural" events now shared would he reduced; opportunities lor students to partici pate in the life of the community throug h social service
agencies would be reduced , etc. Many of these items may scorn speculative or
trivial , but the combined undesirable effects of such an affront to local sensibilities upon the educational process at the college would , I t hink , outweig h th e
advantages which might accrue to some students.
Certainl y there are countera rguments to some of the points made above ,
but I have tried to present one side in the hope that the presentation will provokt
more thoug ht on the issue.
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by Ken Eisen
Now that Colby 's board of trustees, in their infinite knowled ge of students ,
has decided that coeducational living is not "an appropriate or desireable mode
of living for Colby students , " here are the reasons wh y they 're wrong. The board
although mentioning nothing specific , noted "risks to psychological, emotional
and p hysical health" as well as a desire to avoid proj ecting "the type of image
which such housing arrangements would create."
It is difficult to understand precisely what the board is talking about in
p hysical , psychological and emotional grounds , but since the onl y basic difference between proposed coeducational housing and "normal" college housing is
in the mixing of sexes, it seems safe to assume that board members are worried
about possible sexual developments in coeducational communities. Is the board
worried about "easy access?" Access would be no more or less restricted than
now since there arcs virtuall y no enforced rules in any of the dormitories.
Is the board worried that emotional closeness among studen ts of opposite
sexes that would'presumabl y result-from such living arrangements will lead to
sexual closeness? Even if this wens so , any sexual activ i ty would have more meaning than the current Saturday ni ght fraternity fuck,
Is. the board "psycholog icall y " worried about the effects of any "increased
promiscuity ?" Such worries arc invalid if the "increased relationshi ps" arc lasting,
Or is the board worried about living closely (i.e. honestly and realisticall y)? Th en
what about the college 's "committment to truth?"
This Colby Collogo ' calalogue says , in the words of President Strider , the
college is committed to "the pursuit of truth , free and unrestricted , for truth
itself is almost infinitel y various. " Doesn 't the unrestricted pur suit of truth includi
the sort of personal truth that members of the Averill and Roberts communities
wish to gain from their projected living arrangements? Is truth limited to, the
type of sterile "morality " members of the administration and the board'grew up
¦
under?
• . ¦
Sh ou ldn 't Colb y be flexible enoug h to provide different living arrangements for different peop le? No one is demanding that a lolli pop cheerleader room
will) a sex-pervert freak. The point is to be able to have the Dana cheerleader
live with ohlcr lolli pop cheerleaders , if that is what she wants , while the freak
can live with other freaks.
But what of the board' s other argument; would the existence of coeducational dormitories change Colb y 's image into one similar to that of O oddard 'sY
Nice as that mi ght he to contemp late , it 's simp l y ' not so. Colby would scarcel y he
in the vanguard of colleg iate social change b y inaugurating co-ed housing. In v,„
addition to Ooddard , schools likeRadeliffe ,Tufts , Bennington , Wesleyan , NorthCon 't on pa , 1.1
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"When I went to school we never got to know things,
we only got to know words."
- Aldous Huxley, Island
We all have our dreams, hopes, mind-created Utopias
which never really come off but "Oh wouldn 't it be
nice." Then, there are the living material for creating
miracles: our children, (th e pure nirvana of childhood
innocence, the yoga of living as a child). To me this is
the hi ghest stage. We start b y building simple awareness,
and then are broken down by formal education so that
our minds are so blurred with all this useless trash that
that we don 't have the time to simply experience , to be
aware.
"The tru e way to know is to be.
The true way to learn is to do."
Save the children , thus saving the country. We all
would like to give our children the greatest possible
world, so why not do just that? Give them the whole
world , the total experience , arrived at in their own way.
Let them find their own path.
A new type of school, or non-school , is thus needed.
When thinking of a new way of education , probabl y
most people think , "Oh Summcrhill" the way I didf , but
there is more to it than this. Beyond Summcrhill is a
whole new field. Neill (Summerhill founder) believes in
p l ay, but still has regular , structured classes for the
children when and if they are curious about the subject ,
or need some knowled ge of it. Neill is still holding academic learning in a seperate sphere.
At the New Day School learning is fun. Faith is placed upon the child's interest (curiousity) for learning.
Let the child pursue his own interests; impose his own
system upon himself; structure his own education.
The New Day School is a brand new school in North
Belgrade There are ten children , one teacher , one assistant, one dog and parents who care and come to help
out. It is a community effort. Colby students are also
becoming involved. The children are age five to ten , but
it is hoped that the school will succeed and eventuall y
spread through hi gh school age.
There are no grades , no structured classes, but a lot
of learning taking place. The building has a "quiet " room
and a "noisy " room with arts , books , learning toys, and
supp lies for having fun. There is also a path to the lake ,
where a lot is learned about Nature . The children arc
surrounded by a world with an infinity of things to
learn.
The starting of this school is a pioneering step in education , especiall y in M a in e, and takes much thought
and faith from the parents. The success of this school ,
and others like it , will provide a basis for tho changing
of our present educational system into a health y, constructive , fun way to grow up and come into terms with
the world, There is still hope us long as this kind of peop le don 't give up.
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decided on a far morehorriblepunishment; he ordered
the student to move back into a dormitory .
The punishment involved mi ght warrant some discussion , but a more immediate issue is the disci p linary
process which was followed (or perhaps more accurately, not followed). The Stu-G constitution stipulates that
"the Student Judiciary Board shall SOLELY POSSESS
THE RIG HT OF ORIGINAL JURISDICTION in cases
concerning disci p line of Colb y students. Dean Mavrinac
clearl y violated the constitution b y his action.
The Stu-G constitution has legal channels which
the dean of students can follow if he is dissatisfied with
a decision of the Student Judiciary . He can appeal the
case to the faculty Appeals Board and , if necessary, to
the President. According to the constitution , the prosecutor possesses the same opportunity for appeal as does
the defendant. But Dean Mavrinac ignor ed these legal
channels and assumed extra-legal power in p assing sentence on the student.
At this time , the student is still living off campus.
Dean Mavrin ac has refused to make any official comment on the case.

by Dick Kaynor
dishonesty and other acaacademic
"Except for
are
the jurisdiction of the
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cases
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any college
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possible
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p
ent calling
undergraduate(s)." (Student Handbook , 1970-1 - p. 20)
About two weeks ago, a maid at Dana Hall spotted
a male student making off with a Dana bed. She stopped
him and asked whether or not he had permission to take
it. The student answered affirmatively, but the suspicious
maid wro te down his license p late number and reported
the incident to Buildings and Grounds.
B & G , realizing the student did not have permission , traced the license plate and reported the theft to
the deans office. Dean Mavrinac then summoned the culprit to Kis office and confronted the student with the
prima facie evidence. The student confessed that he had
indeed taken the bed, and Dean Mavrinac said that his
first inclination was to expel the student from college.
But since the student was living downtown, Mavrinac
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by Dave DcLong
"We are interested in using the talent we have to the fullest
extent." This was one of President Stridor 's answers to question
ing on the newly instituted policy of rotating department heads.
Three departments have new chairmen this fall under this
new plan. Professor Zukowski replaced Professor Combellack
in the Mathematics Department. Professor Geib was named chairman of the Sociology Department , replacing Professor Birge; and
Professor Howard is the new chairman of the Classics Department, taking Professor Wcslervclt's place.

libe ration

in the gym ....
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Colby women have long awaited the idea coming up before
the Educational Policy Committee. Jointly proposed for consideration by Laurie Peterson, Barbara Fourncy, and Charles
Hogan , it will make women 's Ph ysical Education requirements
similar to those of men.
Presently women must take two years of gym - consisting
of a semester (4-7 weeks) each of swimming, dance, individual
sport and five semesters of un independent option - while men
only have to take one year. This year is divided , in order of
priority, into semesters of physical fitness, swimming, and individual sports. At any time, a man can be tested on any one
segment of his requirement which, if passed , is considered fulfilled, Women do not have this opportunity . However, if the
new proposal is passed, women will have a requirement similar
to that of men - the difference being in a women's dance requirement.
This proposal was presented to EPC by Charles Hogan and
is on the agenda for consideration. Then the Women 's P .E. Depnrtment may also review the proposal through their StudentFaculty Review Board. It is expected that this will come into
effect immediatel y, should the proposal be accepted.
General feeling on campus is opposed to the double standard which now exists and optimism prevails in the success of
tho proposal in EPC.
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When Dean Benbow was asked how this new policy would
be put into effect and whether or not it would apply to all departments, he replied, "There is no fixed policy on rotation. It
is a matter of growing into it." He continued , "It will depend
partly on the nature of a department and the availability of
senior members in it. In order for someone to become a department chairman , he must have a working knowledge of the college and he must find the administrative work compatible."
Benbow outlined some of the tasks that a department chair,mah must face and they include writing catalogue copy, making curriculum changes in the department , studying major programs, working with committees on staffing, and the department's scheduling.
Both Strider and Banbow were very concerned about hinder
ing a professor in his academic pursuits. If he is an actively publishing scholar or involved in research , his appointment might
impede his work. Under the new policy, a person can become
chairman of a department knowing he won't have to remain
for a long time.
Benbow set the term at a minimum of three to five years so
that a new chairman would have time to get to know his position ,
develop ideas, and carry them out. However, he emphasized
that one must focus on the department and there will be no set
policy or term.
In general , Strider stated that the idea of rotating department heads has been in mind for almost ten years. Not until this
year was it feasible to put into practice. He pointed out that this
year we are in a very "flu id" situation with four departments
having acting chairmen. The departments where the rotations
did take place had the personalities to carry the changes out.
This latter point is important because this new policy cannot be
used in any department unless the people involved accept it.
Strider summed up the administration 's attitude when he said ,
"This is a useful thing to institute , but we don 't want to bind
ourselves to any set policy."

This year 's Student Government Elections resulted in seven
of the fourte en memb ers of th e F.U.C.K. Coal ition being chosen ns re presentatives, Ken Eisen , Woodman representative , and
Nik os Kavanya , unsu ccessful Foss candidate , arc organizers and

unofficial heads of the coalition,
F.U.C.K., which may or may not stand for "fu cking up
Camp Kolby" presents a historically unique platform. The sevenman group wants to abolish Stu-G ns it now exists. The idea bei n g that an or ganization for stud ent government sh ould be the
menus b y which Kolb y Campers would mak e th eir own rul es
without havin g to go through "channels" ad nauscum before
gelling even the feeblest results.
Student G overnment , a s it now exist s, is, in effe c t , a kind
of executor for the Colby trust fund , dispersin g money for rock
concerts , cheerleaders' uniform s, and the like ; a placement
service , incarcerating people in committees; and 11 weekly bull
session for politicians.
If th e entire coalition , or a larger percentage of it hud been
elected , the members would have tried to dominate Stu-G and
make it do what its name implies, However , with FUCK representing less than >A of the Stu-G body, the coaliti on Is goin g t o
j ry to redefine in a more realistic way the function of the organuauon • renaming it in the process, Other FUCKcrs include
Ann lrnver fro m Foss, Ward Hrig gs of Pepper Chri s Duncan
,
>fom Woodman , John Philson from Coburn
Shcliu
Marks fro m
,
lvl «ry tow, and
Jon LcVecn representing Roberts and off-campus
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by Ty Davis
It's now about 4 o'clock in the A.M. of last Wednesday morning and Bob Parry, our noble editor, gave me a call around 10
or so I guess and asked me if I was going to "review" Con Fullum (two L's, two u 's - it was misspelled on the poster) and so
of course, mc, being my good-natured self and liking ol' Echo
'cos some cat put down (deservedly, I thought) the top forty
programming of WMHB last week, says yeah.
That's paragraph one.
Hanging up the phone, I lept into action with my usual alacrity. Dynamite! Took a shower, returned to my room to discover some freshly-made gingerbread (courtesy Sarah Barker)
pulled in two yokels, and started on a card game. During that
course, wc listened to the new Fleetwood Mac, Delaney & Bonnie on Tour, new Sir Douglas, Fairport Convention 's Leige &
Lief , new Quicksilver Messenger Service and old Tim Buckley
(Goodb ye and Hello). Some of them twice or thre e times! It
was a long card game. And we had a great ol' time - singing along, drinking, screwing each other (figuratively - cut-throat
game, you understand), and throwing' down cards - all with the
door shut! And every ten minutes, somebody would say how
they had a 9 thirty or how they had to get up for work the next
day, and I'd always response something to the effect of "article"
and "Con Fullum" - usually incoherent. In any case, I did a lot
of thinking about ol' Con.
The first question is usually 'who is Con Fullum?" when you
ever make reference to them. Properly, I guess it's the Con
Fullum Band - Con on acoustic guitar and lead vocals, a very
solid bass player, good lead elcctric/acoustic/slide guitarist , and
Peter Re's son on non-electric piano ("the local hist'ry always
gits'em") who is gooood!!
The second question is generally: "What kind of music do
they play ?" unless they know who Con Fullum is , in which case
it 's the first question they ask. At that point , your humble servant here snorts the kind of laugh that Elvis Presley laughs when
somebod y asks him for the thousandth time if Elvis is 'his real
name. Feelings of fustration (which can quite easil y be taken out
on the cards) quickly make their appearance in lieu of some sort
of answer.
(Right after Con and the band had finished , a red-haired female of the species ran up to me and asked: "Just what kind of
music do you call that? I snorted the Elvis Presley laugh and
said I didn 't know exactly.
However, THE ANSWER , as to henceforth be known , is:
Con Fullum plays the best music that has ever been played at
Colby! (I suppose I should qualif y that for the omnipotent
music dept. and say that this assertion does not include the fine
classical music concerts to which Colb y has been subjected.)
If this is not a satisfactory calagorization for some of you ,
I might let on that Con himself was sort of a blues-folkie and
played here alone last year. The stuff they did here last Friday
however, included a health y dose of good blues, (in all shapes
and forms), olde "foalkc" and new 'folk" , conutry (C & W to
all you initial freaks), a little blucgrass, dirty low down gut
songs, high fragile up songs, slidc/slccl guitar solo songs, some
sort of rock I suppose,
and gospel. Oh Lord Gospel ! And
they 'rewhite gospel! Oh dem watermelons gospel.
Actually, their gospel numbers are few and standard in quant
ity but arc in the old gospel spirit and get people singing and
are what people always talk about afterwards.
Anyway, the Paper Wall (good place) where this all went on
last Friday was packed nearly 100% of the time , So you 1200
or so people who blew it - thanks for not coming from the
people who were there and dug it in spite of the close quarters
Besides, Con & company arc coming back next semester may be
again courtesy of Eidos (in some guise or other) and Stu-G , so
you 'll all get a second chance.
Take it!!
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That 's as much of a review as you gel, Bob.
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II. Ncul Conoll y and Albert llosellini
At th e October fifth meeting of Stu-G , th e first report offered was from Swift Tarbell. Swift outlined his p hiloso phy f or
social events. He wants more events at cheaper prices, as opposed to last year wh en ther e wer e fewer con certs at g reat er prices
resulting in a loss. U pcoming events include: two obscure but
respectable ba nd s, Mother Flag and Country and Glory River ,
on this Friday, October 9, Poco for Homecoming, and on November 14, Bread from California. If these concerts break even
Swift is planning something reall y big for the winter carnivid ,
He mentioned the possibility of having Chicago , Sa n l nna , Ten
Years After , and Blood Sweat and Tears.
Shelia Marx spoke concerning dorm outonomy, Dorm Security, and saf ely, She mentioned several problems, among them
Noise, use of bathroom s (Shclift recommended limiting use to
members of one specific sex , except in case of emergency), and
co-habitation.
Treasurer Gordon , who lust year requested a grant for StuG of $15,000 told the representatives that in 4 years the Stu-G
all o tment had grown fro m $30,000 to $60,000. He cautioned ,
that no more grants were pending in the future . Gordon confessed to havin g authoriz ed a $200 che ek f or the band a l th e
Pap er Wall Friday without the permission of Stu-G , As the ac-

tivity grossed only $100, Gordon offe red to personall y make
up the differen ce, Stu-G , h owever, voted to authorize the spend
ing of the hundred dollars.
The International Relations Club made an ollocution request in regard to their desire to have a Professor of East Asian
Studies speak on Japan. The request was discussed and passed.
Sieve Orlov reported on his tri p t o Washin g ton i n whi ch he
met with other student body presidents. He said-he, didn 't expect to gel any answers but wanted to meet with the other presidents. They conferred with Mel Laird , Curt Tarr (draft ), Wully
H i ckcl , and J ohn Mitchell; Martha wasn 't there. Some black
presidents expressed grievences al the conference, They claimed
that th ey had been excluded from planning committees, which
Steve Orlov confirmed. A group was organized to prevent this
from recurring at the 1971 conference .
The manager of the darkroom a ssociate s, Charles Cojgan
ex pressed the need for a new darkroom. "Pho logriiphyaind
Film", he said , "are the new means for expression." Tlic present
darkr oom is well equipped but grossly inadequate for the number of students who wish to make lists of it. The Ech o contributed $!150 to th e cost. The cost of construction and labor will bo
absorbed by the college and $400 fro m Slu-G was requested.
Stu-G a ppropriated the $400.

About a year ago, ConCon rolled into town generating the
hoopla and optimism of a rainmaker in a drought. After some
straight-shooting talk about the sharing of powers and the rule of'
reason, it dispensed some liniment to ease irritations remaining
from the '69 Chapel occupation and passed out a wonder drug
to cure Colby 's governin ' problems, called "committee." An d all
for onl y $10,000.
Sure, there were some doubters even then, skeptics who
saw ConCon as a hoax , a way to slip the students a false product.
Some called it a fraud; some even labeled it "ConConCon."
Now we 've had almost a year to assess the Convention - its
accomplishments and failures. And these assessments reflect unavoidably the honesty and good faith (or lack of them) of the administration. For it was the administration which called on the
students to work through the channels which we all had a part in
creating. And it is the administration which entreats us to abide
by the rule of law and work by the rule of reason - especially when
there is a crisis and a building falls into the hands of angry, disillusioned students.
An d by and large, the students have listened to the administration and worked and suffered through endless committee
meetings to make Colby a better school or , at least , make it a
slightly more bearable school.
But of the important committees, onl y EPC has made any
real progress. Throug h dili gent effort and devoted leadership, it
has been grinding academic proposals through its discussions and
been shipping them on to other appropriate committees and meetings. But then again, EPC had been operating well in advance of the
Convention and even then it was making progress toward lowering
requirements and establishing a Pass/Fail system.
Most of the other college committees have fared less well.
For instance, Vice-president Williams emasculated FPC by withholding the bud get - even though ConCon specificall y authorized
FPC to "review the BUDGET". Where stands the "rule of law "
when the administration would be inconvenienced by obey ing it?
Out in the cold at penance? Or castrated like FPC?
Recentl y, the administration has voiced optimism over, the
future of FPC and has p ledged that the committee will be given
sufficient financial information to operate. But while such an accom
modation is good, the real problem lies in the administration 's readiness to violate the law when it so pleases. Such dup licity makes
Eustis a hollow pulp it from which to appeal for law and reason.
And this disregard for the ConCon channels reaches further
than FPC. Ri ghts & Rules, for instance , was billed as a committ ee
t hat would give students an effective voice in their non-academic
lives. Because of the college charter , we were told , R&R could onl y
be advisory , bu t th e admini str a tion imp lied that R&R would wield
great influence in the decision-making process. Such was not the
case. Once when Bill Shumaker, former co-chairman of the committee, talk ed with President Stridor about the possibility of dorm
auton omy, Bill was shocked to find that R&R was just one of
many bodies fro m which the President would seek advice. R&R
would swing t h e sam e w eight as the President of Iowa State.
However , d orm aut onomy was a ccep t ed b y the Trustees , alh
thoug it should be noted that R&R had not comp leted its deliberations on the subject and had submitted no official recommendation. On th e other hand , co-educational living in Av erill which R&R
approved 9-0-1 was rejected out of hand b y both the President and
the Board of Trustees. The administration could not even plead
signifi cant dissent as the reason for rejection , Ken Eisen and Jon
Gl ynn hav e r esigned fro m R&R in disgust and frustration , and Nick
Nash has left FPC for similar reasons.
And now we hear about a case in which Dean Mavrinac ignored this well-worn channels of Colby 's legal system and meted out
punishm ent to a student with the cavalier attitude of a World War I
offi cer executing a soldier for disobedience. President Strider told the
ECHO recentl y that "th e days of the authoritarian , doctrinaire
admini stration are long since gone. " But perhaps not in Dean Mav rinac 's mind.
What app ears to be emerging fro m th e administration is a
patt ern of flagrant disregard for the laws and for the mutual respect
under which this college must function if we are to avoid serious
con frontations. The administration seems to be say ing that th e
student is a powerless being, that the full p lenum of legal pow er
li es with the Trustees and the administration. Such an attitude cannot hel p but pr eci p itate an unfortunate situation. If the administrators want to act as Machiav ellian princes , th en they mi ght someday
find Eustis as th eir battlement.
The administration should look to its credibility with regards
to stud ents and the ConCon channels, If it acts quickl y to resolve
the impasse of FPC , if it list ens to and acts on the recommendations of R&R , if it desists from punishing students without a fair
trial , th en the atmosphere al Colb y mi ght improve , If not , this
stud ents will eventuall y discov er that their onl y r eal power lies.in
th e streets, and then that is wh ere this administration will find us.

lette rs to the editor
Dear Sir(s):
I have read this year's first two Echoes and have
been pleased by their objectivity and by the articulate
manner in which the reporting has been done.
Objectivity was something that last year's Echoes were
lacking.
Two articles (one in each paper) do, in my mind,
standout as unfortunate inclusions in this year's Echoes
the fiction.il piece by R.M.K. in the first issue .and "the
great Schlock-Rock concert series" by Gary Lawless..
Both pieces seem destrictivc to those things all students
would like to see at Colby - good groups, good teams,
and a respect for those who teach us.
I trust neither article was included for the purpose
of creating campus reaction to the Echo.
Sincerely,
Malcolm J. Perkins

COLBY

From the Trumpet:
' Politicians have a habit , understandable but hardly
excusable, of exaggerating the importance and relative
significance of events and situations to suit their political needs.
Every election, even in times of near absolute stagnation and with a horde of total nonetities vying for political hacks who scramble for a slice of public pie - "devoted public servantsand men of highest integrity whose
services and leadership the people and the nation so desperately need."
But there comes a time in the history of a nation and
in the lifetime of its people, when all the political hullabaloo and flimflam notwi thstanding, the stakes in an
election are far greater than it might appear.
We believer that the coming general election in November is not going to be an "ordinary mid-term election.1
For these arc not ordinary times and on November 3rd
we may well be setting an irrevocable course for this
nation.
If there still is a chance to choose between oppres-''
sion and reconciliation , between hope and despair, between new policies and reactionnrism - it may well be now
or never.
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by W. Michael Merserve and Stephen R. Orlov
First we would establish two basic assumptions:
1) We are not advocating or criticising pacifism.
2) We are not arguing issues of educational phil osop hy.
At this time we feel these issues, while of worth , obscure an opposition to
ROTC which is political rather than moral or philosophical (if one can so glibly
seperate those three). Thus the following presents our political analysis of wh y
ROTC should go.
In the area of educational p hilosophy, for example, the contradictions between the classical tradition of Greece which incorporates practical arts (including
the military) and the scholastic disci p line of Erasmus and Abelard which excludes
all but the academic are quite apparent at Colby. The Jan-Plan, for instance, is
more in keeping with the former 's broader definition of what is valuable in an
education; but then again so is the ROTC program. Ironically, Liberals often hold
to the first while defending non-academic Jan-p lans and switch to the second in
attacking the appropriateness of ROTC at Colby. Conservatives 'switch-hit' similarl y, but visa-versa. This debate has continued for centuries and we feel that it
will not be decisively resolved in the Colb y faculty deliberations on ROTC.
We suggest for serious consideration the political aspects of the program.
Issues of the humanity or inhumanity of the military should be set aside. Rather,
one should view the U.S. military as a tool; and Colb y 's reasons for ousting the
military program be based upon its immediate functional objectives. In other
words, all military organizations are held to be morally neutral , 'per se'. The U.S.
military establishment, however , is engaged in a program of expansion and aggression which we feel makes Colby 's rejection of ROTC imperative. We do not question that men must at times fi ght and be trained to fi ght but we do question
Colb y 's role in assisting the. training of men to support national policies of foreign
intervention. Dr. Strider 's observation that, "as long as any of us is alive there
will be a military... " is a truism. However, the purpose of the United Slates is
ha rdl y to guard America 's shores. In our opinion the hammer of U.S. Military
mi ght isn 't wielded with the wrath of the ri ghteous for attacked innocents abroad
nor solely in defense of the homeland. Cold-calculations of forei gn poli cy in light
of the expansion of American interests and influence in other nations and regions
have dictated one , two, or three wars (whichever you prefer) in Southeast Asia,
and drawn the American people ever closer to similar situations all over the world.
Although the U.S. Military has historicall y been in the forefront of American
expansionism (Indian Wars, Mexican Wars, Spanish-American Wars, Philli p ine
insurrection , "Fro m the Halls of Montazuma... " and so on) , American military
expenditures and efforts have increased markedly since the second World War.
Much of this increase is devoted to the development of a counter-insurgency or
'bru sh-fire ' war capability and its practical exercise (Greece, Cuba , Guatemala,
Dominican Republic, Lebanon , Laos , Philli p ines, and, most recentl y, Vietnam
and Cambodia) . Peace time conscription , and enormous standing army, a nd a lmost
annual dispatching of Marines or military aid to "trouble spots " around th e w orld
have not been 'normal' in the American experience. These circumstances help
perpetuate a continued cold war foreign policy. This policy has two parts for
our purposes: the first is a standoff between the two great world p owers, th e U.S.
and th e Soviet Union , with a resulting arms race; and second the U.S. policy of
support for reactionary governments in the Third World in the name of anti-communi sm. Our major concern is with the latter. The Soviet conflict is relativel y
new - that is, since 1945. However American Imperialism did not die in 1945
nor in 1098 , it mer ely acquired a new method of rationalization - anti-communinism
Puttin g ROTC off th e Colb y campus will not immediatel y get us out of
Vietnam nor turn the direction of American foreign policy . However , the movement to remove ROTC from campuses has generated a 25% national drop in
ROTC enrollments and has forced many instituti ons such as Harvard , Yale, Brown
Amh erst , and Columbia to drop their programs. The primary importance of thi s
is not that this armed services have been hurt in any material way, fo r the options
of op ening ROTC programs at other more willing instituti ons , OCS programs , and
drafting graduates of 'ROTC-free ' universities arc still open. Rather , incr easing num
bees of students have developed a clear perception of the aggressive aspects of
U .S. lorcign policy , and a strong conviction to commit themselves to a long
stru gg le to recontcr our foreign priorities. One cannot minimize the importance
ol opposing ROTC , for it docs work to the advantage of the military. However,
any successfu l attempt to oust ROTC from Colby or ind eed fro m every college
and univ ersity in the country must be tempered b y th e realization that it is onl y
a smal l part of a much more comp lex conflict. Electioneering, demonstrating,
canva ssing and civil disobedience - work within and without the 'system ' - all
hav e validity ; but onl y if one is clear about exactl y what and wh y on e wishes to
chang e. In this sense , the current anti-ROTC sentiments are direct and indirect
d escendants of Mark Twain 's attack upon Ameri can imperialism during the
Philli p in e insurrection , Eugene Bebs' campaign against the First World War , the
continued Am erican left 's opposition to the American 70 y e.ar tradition of intervention in the Caribbean , and so on. Certainl y in historical terms , our situation
has not impr oved. Indeed , the d ynamism of expansion seems to drown out whatever voic es rise against it.
However , the fi ght against ROTC is politicall y si gnificant. It does build a
movement of peop le dedicated to an ideal of America quite apart from the reality
we witness dail y, l l does produce u national awareness upon the basic core of the,
military problem. In essence , it does strike a blow at military priorities , which if
°l little material consequences , can have future reprecussions of much more
w eight. It is for these reasons , aside from olhw considerations of the appropriate"Ms ol th e' militar y in educati on or of violence in men 's lives , that we u rge ROTC
to be jud ged.
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by James Perloff
Old Uncle Ernie (class of '32) came back to Mayflower Hill last Tuesday,
and was set (damn it all) on seeing the "new " Colb y. So some of us good fellows
took him on a tongue-in-cheek of the campus - starting with inspection of the
stacks. "No thing 's changed," he said.
Hettie the head resident doesn 't like the girls in her dorm to be sleeping
around. Is that wh y she locks them out after hours?
Visitation by football prospect Willy Baur also marked the week. Will y
th ought he 'd impress some of the upperclassmen , as he brought along his Chevelle
his girl , and his bottle. "Let 's take him out on the field and see how much he can
do. " said the boys, and before long Will y was decked for the night. Conversation
was taking a turn around now per
(A) "L et 's take her out on the pike and see how much she can do. "
(B) "L et 's take her up to my room and see how much she can do. " and
(C) " "L et 's mix her with Vodka and see how much she can do. "
Is QKA23 a strai ght?
Dear Cand y Cigarette:
I' m going to Big John 's Saturday night, and since your column seems
to deal with the topic of cigarette smoking, I was wondering if y ou could give me
a few pointe rs on how t o look my inh aling best.
Confused
Dear Confused:
(Th at 's not your onl y probl em) but anyway , to begin with , never call
a cigarette a cigarette - it 's a "butt. " (i.e., "Gimmie a 'butt '.)
(2) Never smoke "pussy " filters (as for menthols, what can I say ?). Camel
straights are probabl y y our best bet.
(3) Don 't use a li ghter (even a butane). Matches are much more rustic and
h.
toug Wooden ones are best. Learn to li ght them on your teeth.
(4) Make sure you light the match on the first scratch. If a townie catches
y ou sc ratching twic e, he may ask you to fi ght.
(5) Do not blow out the match. Wave it our (again , on the first try). Do
not put it in a n ashtray or awkward ly set it aside. Instead place it between your
for efin ger and thumb , and suavely fli ck it away . (But not into the face of someon e bi gger than you.)
(6) Now you may begin inhali n g in a quick , staccato manner.
(7) Blow out through your no se , but mouth exhalations are also considered
swift , in three varieties: (a) the long stream between the front teeth , (b) the short
puff out th e side , (c) the slow version of the 'smoke ring. '
(8) As for disposing of the butt, ashtray s are permissible, but do not dill ydall y with daintil y stamp ing out the ashes. Here is the classic move (time it for
wh en you 're going up to the bar for beer). This requires the utmost proficiency ,
becaus e it 's the moment when everyone (Waterville Hi gh dropouts,frat ernity presidents , and top-fli ght Dana girls) will be watching: (a) as you begin to st ep forward , fling the butt on the floor five or six feet ahead of you. (b) don 't look at tin
butt , because this is an indication that you are worried, (c) without augmenting or diminishing your pace in the sli ghtest , crush the butt flat beneath your
sole. And carry on.
Who 's got the silver?
The best unifier of two enemies seems to be a third one common to both.
And that was one of the greatest things about Saturday 's vi ctory over Tufts. Although most of us felt too sop histicat ed to cheer , the sensation was there.
Does Colby have a genuine uranop hobiac?
People who think thi s column has a lack of organization are right • and it 's
one of its better affectations.
People who have stopped reading the column may be in for a surprise on e of
of these days when I switch the title to something like "Victim of Parad-ise " and
th ey road halfway through it before realizing what 's coming off.
\\m

Bitch of the week: acute shortage of change on campus. (Double meaning
there?) Comp liments - name wi llield by request. Got a bitch? Send it to James
Perloff , Coburn.
At

"KNITTING IS FUN AND RELAXING"
. ¦At:

CHOOSE

UNGERS UNSCORED YARNS

REYNOLDS UNSCOURED YARNS

Postdoctoral and graduate fellowships will be awarded by the National Science Foundation for study in
the mathematical, physical, medical, biological, engineering, and certain social sciences, as well as in the history
and/or philsophy of science. Applicants for the graduate
awards will be required to take the Graduate Record
Examinations. These will be administered on December 12, 1970.
Further information and application materials may
be obtained from the Fellowship Office, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue , N.W., Washington D.C. 20418. The deadline date for the submission of app lications for graduate fellowships is Nov. 30,
1970 and for regular postdoctoral fellowships, Dec. 7,
1970. ._

"YOU'LL SCORE" with a
beautiful Irish knit
Ideal for gifts - personal use

YARDGOODS CENTER

——

Adel Heinrich will present a Lecture and Organ Recit
al Oct. 11 at 4:00 p.m. in Lorimer Chapel. The lecture is
titled, "The Evolution of Key board Instruments".

Attention Ping-Pong Players: The Ping-Pong Club at
Bates College would like some competition with other
schools. If interested, contact Lee Lim, Box 337, Bates
College, Lewiston Maine 04240.

FRYE BOOTS
AND ANYTHING
THAT CAN BE
MADE WI TH
LEATHER OR SILVER
NEXT TO LaVERDIERE'S
LEATHER SHOP
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Prizes totaling $1,600 are being offered in the eighth
annual Kansas City Missouri Poetry Contests, announced
by Hallmark Cards, Inc. A book-length poetry manuscript
also will be chosen for publication.
»*t?r> \ o
CAMERAS
Full-time undergraduate students in the United States
are eligible for one of six $100 prizes to be awarded for a
j ?or ggjg or rgnt
single poem by Hallmark, one of four contest sponsors.
Nikon-Linhof-Leica
, iT .ij
Other prizes include a $500 advance on royalties for
n ,
R „ ana noweu
rtW
BOiex-BCU
a book-length poetry manuscri pt from the Devins Award.
Call 589-2037
The book will be published by tbe University of Missouri Press.
6-8 A.M. or 7-11 P.M.
The Kansas City Star is also offering four $100 prizes
for single poems.
Entries must be postmarked by February 1, 1971.
Winners will be announced April 26, 1971, at the closing
reading of the 1970-71 American Poets' Series of the
Kansas City Jewish Community Center.
All entries arc jud ged anonymously. For more information, send a stamped , self-addressed business envelope
to: Kansas City Poetry Contests, P.O. Box 5313, Kansas
Citv . Mo. 64114,
1
Antigone, by the Greek tragedian Sophocles, will be
presented by the "Powder and Wig" Oct. 15 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Gould Music Shell (in case of rain it will be in the
Field House). A second performance is scheduled for Oct
18 at the same time and place. Tickets will be approximately. $1.50.
The cast of main characters is as follows:
Creon - Kit Norton
. Antigone - Cindy Canoll
' Ismcne - Sally Stratman
Notice: Films this week sponsored by the Education
Haemon - Bill Bernsohn
Department arc:
Tciresias - Carter Zervas
"The Cri ppled Child", Oct. 12, at 4:00 p.m. in the
Eurvdice - Diana Waterous
A-V room, Library.
"The Cerebral Palsied Child", Oct. 14, at 4:00 p.m.
also in A-V room.
_^_^__
The Professional Qualification Test will be administered by the Educational Testing Service Oct. 10 from
0:45 to 1:00 in Lovejoy Aud itorium. It must be taken
by all liberal arts majors who want to apply for a position with the National Security Agency. A booklet and
Registration form may be obtained in the Placement
Off ice in Eustis. The test will also be given Dec. 5 at the
University of Maine in Orono.

^

Student Government is sponsoring a lecture by
Hailary Putn am , professor of philosophy at Harvard ,
Oct. 15, at 0:00 p.m. in Lovejoy Aud.

LET PEANUTS KEEP YOU IN TOUCH
WITH THE WORLD
Allow the Co/by News Agency to deliver
the Boston Herald Traveler to your door
step every morning at a negligible cost.
Interested parties - contact Joe Franco or
or Dash Crigler at 561
TODAY!!
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'DEALER'S CHOICE By ADCteR
Reg ^l.so Sal© Pric© $1,i9 • *.
3 pair *3.so
OTH01 STYLES AVAIUW31E
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Acrllan * acrylic dress sock for men .
Is guaranteed for one full year's normal
wear. Refund or replacement when
¦
¦ s i returned with tag and sales slip
' ' WEAR"''
to Monsanto.
. .¦DATED
• ' .•' j Its Ihe extra nylon reinforcement above
''¦ the heel that does the job.
jm
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SEWING
Alteration
Reasonable , same day-service

Ext, 226, Mrs. Iktty Hill

Monsanto
, )^

., .

sale begins Monday, Oct ober 19lh
men's department , street floor

The Institute of Int ernational Education has announ
ccd the opening of its annual competition for grants
for graduat e study or res earch abroad , and for professional training in the creative and performing art s. l''or
application forms and further information , sec Prof.
I\ Hither , Lovejoy 329.

A

WKIX OMK TO T1IK

Al Corey
Music Cent er

I M AURI CE' S
MA RKE T

G ROCE RIES — COLD CUTS
FRUI TS A VEG ETA BLE S
I talian , Dag w ood , Meatba ll
Sandwic hes, Pizza, Steamed
Hot Dogs, Beer & Ale to ta ke oa t

O'J MAIN STREK T

Stu-G Election Results : Dorm Repre sentatives Averill - J . Hancokc , Chaplin - A. Blanker , Taylor D. Christens en, Roberts - J on LeVeen , Coburn - J .
Philson , Mary Low - S. Mark , Foss - Ann Trav er, Liz
Ross, J ohnson - Gawth rop, Robins - Surd ut , Sturtevant - Nushi , Champlin - Kathy Winslow, Leonard - D.
Blake , Small - B. Shenen , Pepper - Briggs, Butler - Roy
Wassermen , Dana - S. Yovic, D. Mael , Holly Armitage ,
Woodman - C. Dunkan , K. Eisen.

Exeryt hing In Music

40 Elm Stree t
Wate rvi lle, Mai ne
Tel. 872-6481

872-562 3
¦MMMI ^MMMHaaMBanMWMHHHMiNI
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Lalime 's
1
Watervil le Dru g

Board of Tr ustees - Charl es Hogan , Steve Orlov.

Ronald F. Lalirne , RJ »h.

Prop*

35 Main Street
Waterv ille , Maine
Phone 873-0523
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Freshman J anuary Plans
Freshmen are re minded to pick up their January
Plan Material from their faculty advisor. Selections must
be returned to the advisor by October 30.
Tonight at 8:00 p.m., Bowdoin College is sponsoring
a concert by J ohn Sebastian and J aime Bro ckett . Tickets
will be on sale at the door at $3.50 each.
A Latin American Stud ies Program in Lima , Peru is
being sponsored by the Institution of International Education and a Consortium of U.S. Colleges and Univer
sities of which Colby is a part. The program consists of
semester or an academic year of study at the Pontificia
Universidad Catolica de Peru in which intensive language
learning is combined with a general study of Latin Amer
ican culture. The first semester begins February 12 and
lasts to J uly 25. After a midsummer break , second semester starts September 1 and lasts to December 24.
Approximately thirty students from the member intitutions in the.program will be accepted. To qualify
students must have completed at least one and a half
years of undcr-graduate stud y before departure , should
have above average academic standing, and should have
enough Spanish in order to understand universit y classes after 5 weeks of intensive language study in Peru. BrO '
chures and further information may be obtained from
Prof . A. Biron , Lovejoy 328. App lications must be received by November 15, 1970.
J
The following is the list of national fellowships and
scholarships open to the Seniors :
Scholarships • Fellowshi ps
Danforth
Fulbrig ht
Herbert Lehman
Marshall
Rhodes

.i

Selling my extra wheel .
How many cars can one person

Root-Tildcn
"" lv - of PJ « tt B° Law School

-i_s„_ooo
IaS
a x . *«•
1963, Austin
Mini•

Thomas J , Watson
Woodrow Wilson

^BUKSB ^UF

When you know
it's for keeps

Happily, all your special moments together will be
symbolized forever by your engagement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake is in the
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement
diamond is flawless, of superb color, and precise
cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of
many lovely styles. He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers."

Faculty
Representative
Prof. G . Todrank
Prof. P. Either
Prof. J . Scholz
Prof. C. Hickox
Prof. C. Hickox
Prof. C. Berschneidcr
Prof. C. Berschneidcr
Pr of. E. McKccn
Prof. J . Sweney

1963 Mini-Cooper

Ke ep sake ^

1963 Saab GT
1964 Saab Wagon
1968 Saab Sedan

REGISTERED

1939 Mack E. S. Rescue Truck
1965 B.M.W. R69-S Motorcycle
Call Liberty, Me. 589-2037
6-8 A.M. or 7-11 P.M.

j

DIAMOND

Rlnoi train $100 la $10,000, T-M Reg, A, H, Pond Company

,

I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDD ING j

" j

j Plea»e lend new 20 pa ge booklet , "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding
• and full color folder , both for only 25c. Alio , tell me how to obtain. th« beautiful {
F<70 |
I "H page Brlde ' i Keepsake Book at half price ,

I

Elections to the Conference and Review Board will
be hel d this Monday, Oct, 12. Three positions from the
Freshman and J unior classes arc open for election. The
election will be held outside of tho Spa from 10:00 •
1,00. All members of the Fre shman and J unior classes
may vote for their CRB delegates..
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Dave Lane takes off on 75 yd. punt return for score

MULE ;

< ^pu^

nc ra^ .

Hopefull y, coming off its fine performance at,Seaverns Field
last Saturday , the Colby College football team will now be able to
turn things around and come up with a winning season for 1970. If
the offense can get on track , things can shape up pretty well for the
Mules over the rest of the season. Last Saturday 's victory was mainl y a combination of Dave Lane (as usual) and a defense which has
gotten progressively belter each week this season.
The defensive squad , althoug h continuing to give up large amounts of total yardage , has proved itself tough to move against inside its own 30 yard line. This showed against Tufts, as the Jumbos
were only able to push across the goalline once earl y in the game.
Tufts ' running back Pete Watson seemed to move at will around the
center of the field , picking up the better than 1.00 yards on the
ground , but was handcuffed when Tufts moved deep into Colb y
territory. The defensive line of Hutchinson , Stewart , Landsvik , and
Graves seems to be 'working together more , which will mean less
points for Colb y opponents as the season moves along. Along with
the line , the defensive secondary looked much, improved against
Tufts. One defensive back who deserves particular notice is senior
Dennis Cameron. Cameron , who last week intercepted a pass again
st Coast Guard which eventuall y led to Colby 's onl y score , did a
fine job of covering Tufts' speedy flanker Lincoln Pope. Freshmen
Bob Thcbergo is doing a fine job at his defensive halfback spot, as
he is involved in stopp ing most of the plays going his way . Linebackers And y Campbell and Peter Card are hitting hard and often ,
and are diagnosing plays better as the season moves on.
The defense has been making the breaks for Colb y with the
interceptions they make and the fumbles they force to keep Colb y
in its ball games. Total yardage, against Colb y has decreased from
27 1, (vs. St. Lawrence) to 241 (Coast Guard) to 233 (Tufts), and
should continue to go down. But Colby must score to win. Dave.
Lane cannot carry the offense alone. He may be superhuman on
the gridiron, but after all he is onl y one man The Tufts game may
give Quarterback Brian Cone and company the insp iration and con
fidence it needs to win ball games. Let 's hope so. ,

Photo by Bob Fowles
Defensive tackle Bob Landsvik
was named to the E.C.A.C. Division
III Team of the Week. Landsvik, a
sophomore from South Dartmouth ,
Mass., attained the honor by making
twelve tackles, three times dumping
Tufts' Quarterback John Ambrosio in
Colby's upset victory.
Sophomore flankerback Dave Lane
was given honorable mention by the
E.C.A.C. for the team of the week.

Counlr y
Lou Paquin ended his record breakin g spree Saturday nt Franklin Park
in Boston. Lou won ettsily again st
Boston Stale College and Tufts with
an excellent time of 25;32, but this
was far nbovc Art Dulong's record of
24:06 over the 5 mile course. This
should not detract from Lou's performance , h owever , as Dulon g is a
sub-four minute miler nnd one of the
greatest ever produced in New England,
Bob Hi ckcy nnd Paul Liming put
i n th eir u sual fine eff orts , as Mickey
placed 7lh in 26:37 nnd Liming wns
next across the lino in 27:11. This
wns n o t enough , thou gh , n s Boston
Stntc edge d out Tufts 37:30 , while
Colby fini shed n distant third with

54 poi nts,

Burl Butler was Colby's 4th m u n
ns ho look Kith place, and Dave
Bcrgslrom finished 20th to .complete
the scoring. Bob Wilson, usuall y the
tea m 's 4th mnn , wn s fo r ced to drop
out of the race after 3 miles due to n
fool injury, while Mnlt Ilird , Colb y's
7th mnn , is still not running ns well
ns he should be.
Saturday the Colby team faces a
lough Springfield squad , Lou Paquin ,
barring Illness or injury, should remnin undefeated , ev en if the Mu les
rail to improve their 2 nnd 5 record,

Paul McGurren
Last Saturday , the Colby Mules
came through in fine style with their
first win of the season, beating a
heavily favored Tufts eleven, 14-6.
Tufts overpowered them in statistics,
but the Mules came through when it
counted, capitalizing on several errors
by the Jumbos.
Tufts scored first , midway through
the first period , after taking a Colby
punt and driving 45 yards for the
score. Pete Watson carried the ball on
a three-yard run for the touchdown,
but the extra point kick was blocked.
The Colby offense was slow getting
started in the first period , but due to
a fine defense, led by Dave Graves,
and an excellent kicking game, the
Jumbos were held. The wind was a
big factor all day, as there were 18
punts, with each team averaging close
to forty yards.
In a sporadic second period , the
offense looked good in spots, but
could not get a sustained drive going.
Punts kept the ball between the thirty
yard lines for both teams, and Bob
Landsvik and Bernie Stewart led the
Mules' defense in several crucial situations. The big play of the game
came with only ten seconds remaining in the first half. Stopped deep in
their own territory, the Jumbos punted to Dave Lane at the Colby 25.
Lane took the ball up the middle and
once again worked his magic. All he
needed were a few good blocks , before
he turned his tail to the Jumbo tacklers and oulraccd everyone to the endzone. He then kicked the extra point
and Colby was ahead to stay, 7-6.
In the third quarter, the Mules1
offense again looked good in spots,
but could not drive. However, due to

a good kicking game, Tufts repeatedly
found themselves deep in their own
territory. Linebacker Peter Card was
all over the field, and continually
made things tough for the Jumbos.
But the visitors did pose a big threat,
as they gained three consecutive first
downs, after beginning at their own
twenty. They drove down inside the
Colby 40, but the defense finally
foiled them , forcing a punt which
put the Big Blue close to their own
end-zone. When the Mules punted , the
ball was returned back inside their
30, only to be placed at Mid-field because of a Tufts clip. The two teams
traded punts until, on a Tufts first
down play from their won 22 yard
line, Mike Miniutti recovered a fumble to set up the final score of the
game. Four plays later , quarterback
Brian Cone sneaked the ball one yard
for the touchdown. Lane converted
and it was Colby 14, Tufts 6. The
Jumbos threatened two more times,
but Stewart, Graves, Andy Campbell
and Dennis Cameron spearheaded the
Mules' defense , which remained tough
to the very end. Late in the period ,
a Tufts pass was intercepted and that
was all for the Jumbos.
Though overwhelmed in statistics,
the Mules made no costly mistakes,
and capitalized on those of Tufts.
For the most part , they kept the
visitors from dri ving deep into Blue
territory , and the defense made the
big plays when needed. The offense
looked sharper, but must be able to
gain and maintain momentum for
sustained drives. The Mules face a
stern test when they play away next
Saturday at Springfield.

SOCCER
by Dave Rca
Colby's soccer team traveled to
Wellsley, Mass. last weekend for a
game with Biibson only to log 98 minutes of scoreless play. Several close
attempts and the outstanding play of
Ihe Mule goalie were the only bright
lights in an otherwise uneventful dny .
Despi t e th e lack of a clenrl y defined winn er in the cont est , Con ch
Scholz d esignat ed the Babson game
as the best that the Mules hove engine
crcd this season. The whole team
worked well together, both offensively and def ensively, nnd the quality of
play was consistnnt throu gh out the
gnmc. This, rather th an the outcome
of th e game , wns the cnusc for Coach
Scholz's sntisfneti on.
The Mules did have several scoring
opportunities. Bill Buckncr and Bob
McGurn both had occasion to head in
high kicks, but their placements were
wid e of the mark. For the whole game

and the two five minute overtimes,
Colby never got off a hard shot close
to the net. Babson came close several
times too, once when a lofting shot
landed on the goal line and hung there
never crossing into the goal.
Important too was the outstanding
p lay of gonlic Mark Serdjenian who
ke p t Babson at bay all aft ern oon and
ended up with 21 saves.
A.t this point in the season, Colby
now stands at 1-2-1 with nine games
still left to play. After two away contests with Springfield tomorrow and
UN11 this Wednesday , the Mules come
h om e t o Loebs F ield for a fiv e gam e
stretch and some crucial games in the
Stntc SErics Competition. If anything,
last week's tic with Babson unv eil ed
a bit of the po tential of this y ear's
Mule squad and hinted nt some bright
er prospects for Coach Scholz's Bootcrs.

11

HO SWILL
Ho Chi Minn's Will does not represent his finest writing;
Ho was after all 79 when he composed it. However j the
document does reveal much about the man's remarkable character and the principles he held most dear.
Ho Chi Minh was the first national leader to engineer a
defeat of the American military, yet perhaps for just that
reason he remains substantially unknown to the American people. Even during the years when the war was at its peak, he
was more an enigma than a political leader. He was either glorified or maligned, rarely understood.
His will reveals some of the reasons for the confusion. It
is both a testament to his humanity and an example of his acute
political acumen. Above all else, he appeals for unity - to fight
the United States and to build a communist society. On the
major splits in the communist world, he takes a conciliatory
stance. On the controversy over whether to stress "red" communism (revolutionary fervor a la the Red Guard) or expert "
communism (administrative expertise as in the Russian Bureaucracy), he stresses the need for both. As to the division between
the Soviets and the Chinese, he pleads for unity under the basic
tenets of "Markism-Leninism and proletarian iternationalism. "
But his call for unity is a two-edged sword. Not only does
communist brotherhood present the most realistic opportunities transforming the world of capitalism and colonialism into a
socialist Utopia, but it also allows North Vietnam to remain
aloof from the bitter controversies of the two red superpowers. To become embroiled in these conflicts would almost certainly cost his country the support of either the Soviet Union
or China.
So this is the man his will reveals to us - a man who loves
his people and believes deeply in principle but yet a man who
understands the political realities and can adapt his approach
in a pragmatic way.
In the patriotic struggle against U.S. aggression, we shall
have indeed to undergo more difficulties and sacrifices, but
we are sure to win total victory.
This is an absolute certainty .
It is my intention, when that day comes, to make a tour
of both north and south to congratulate our heroic compatriots, cadres and combatants, to pay visit to our old people,
our beloved youth and children.
Then , on behalf of our people, I will go to the fraternal
countries of the socialist camp, and friendly countries in the
whole world, and thank them for their sincere support and
assistance to our patriotic sturggle again U.S. aggression,
Tu Fu, the well-known Chinese poet of the Tang Dynasty,
wrote: "In all times, few are those who reach the age of 70."
This year, with my 79 years, I count among those "few"
people. Still , my mind is lucid, though my health has somewhat weakened in comparison with previou s years. When one

is on the wrong side of 70, health deteriorates with age. This
is no wonder.
But who can forecast for how long I can continue to serve
the revolution , the fatherland and the people?
That is the reason why I leave these few lines in anticipation
of the day when I go and join venerable Karl Marx , Lenin and
other revolutionary elders. In this way, our compatriots in the
whole country, the comrades in the Party , and our friends in
the world will have no surprise.
First I will speak about the Party : Thanks to its close unity
and total dedication to the working class, the people and the
fatherland, our Party has been able, since its founding, to unite
organize and lead our people in an ardent struggle, and conduct
them from victory to victory.
Unity is an extremely precious tradition of our Party and
people. All comrades, from the Central Committee down to
all the cell, must preserve the union and unity of mind in the
Party as the apple of their eyes.
Within the Party, to achieve broad democracy and to practise self-criticism and criticism regularly and seriously is the
best way to consolidate and develop the union and unity of
mind and the Party. Genuine affection should prevail among
all comrades.
Ours is a Party in power. Each Party member, each cadre
must be deeply imbused with revolutionary morality, and
show, industry, thrift, integrity, upri ghtness, total dedication
to the public cause, exemplary selflessness. Our Party should
preserve its entire purity, it should remain worthy of its role
as the leader and a very loyal servant of the people.
The Working Youth Union members and our young people
as a whole are of excellent nature, ardent to volunteer for vanguard tasks, undeterred yb difficulties, striving for progress.
The Party must give much attention to their education in revolutionary morality, and train them into succes'sors to the build
ing of socialism, both "red" and "expert. "
Training and educating the revolutionary generation to
come is a highly important and necessary task.
Our labouring people, both in the plains and in the
mountains areas, have for ages suffered hardships, feudal and
colonial oppression and exploitation. Furthermore, they have
experienced many years of war.
Yet, our people have shown great heroism, great courage,
ardent enthusiasm, and are very hard-working. They have always followed the Party since it came into being, and they
have always been loyal to it.
The Party must work out a good plan for economic and
cultural development with a view to ceaselessly raising the
living standard of the people.
The resistance war against U.S. aggression may drag out.
Our compatriots may have to undergo new sacrifices in terms
of property and human lives. In any case we must be resolved
to fight against the U.S. aggressors till total victory.
Our rivers, our mountains, our men will always remain ,
The Yanks defeated, we will build our country ten times
more beautiful.
No matter what difficulties and hardships may lie ahead
our people are sure to win total victory. The U.S. imperialists
will have to pull out. Our fatherland will be reunified. Our

Con 't fro m p g. 3
w este r n , Slanl'ord 'Fordham , University of Massachusetts , Brandcis , and Macalcsler havo responded to student demands lor coeducational dorms. It is doubtfu l,
to say the least , if any of them were either aiming al Goddard-like images or have ,
in fact , attained lliem.
Now since there are no bad points to communities , let 's examine the good
points. Communities promote more honesty in the interrelationsh ips of the
members. People of the opposite sex cease to be treated in a merely sexual context. Relationshi ps become more open - more realistic in an idealistic way. It is
plainl y obvious that living closely with a group of people will result in a greater
understandin g of lliem , and thai this understanding can be further ex tended lo
olher students. Consider the mother 's chauvinistic maxim lo her daughter about
catching a husband in college.
||HAI RCUT AND RAZOR CUT SPECIALIST fl
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ENJOY THE BEST IN LOBSTER
IN .bUR COZy DINING ROOM
OR TO TAKE OUT ....

Maine's Best Lobster Pound
since iobo

COLLEGE AVE
WATERVILLE, MAINE
¦

—
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An endowed scholarship fund has been established at Colby
College in the memory of Lorraine Morel, '69, who was killed
in an automobile accident Sunday (Sept. 13) in Illinois.
Miss Morel , who had served as president of Chi Omega Sorority during her senior year here, had been employed as a teacher of mathematics at Brockton (Mass.) High School during 1969
1970. This past summer she had worked at a children's camp
' ?
in Oakland.
She was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Morel of 1132
Cedar Drive North , New Hyde Park, N.Y.
Information about the scholarship fund can be obtained
from the director of annual giving at Colby.

Pr oud
to be
Your
Foo d Service
W^^S^J ^ft

TWO FUR COATS FOR SALE

One large-size black persian lamb
and
One dyed brown lamb , regular
Betty Mill - Ext. 226
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B ERRY' S S TATIONER S
74 M A IN STREET
W A TERVILLE
MAINE

¦¦

PARAS PIZZA HO USE
"New England' s Most

Fabulous PIZZA"

WATERVILLE, ME ,

872 - 2400

Prop,, Don Rancour t
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SCHOLAR SHIP
FUND

On The Concourse and Main Street
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Zap Comics , Tarot Cards , ,
back light s , Pipes and
Papers

™

129 Main Street
Waterville , Maine
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HE ADST UFF
AT

for you any book in prin

Canaan House

THE FOLKLORE OF SEX - Al bert Ellis ,, Plul.
THE SEXUALLY RESPONSIVE WOMAN
Drs, Ebcrhard and Kronliauscn
LOVE AND ORGASM - Alexander Town , M.D.
THE PORNOGRAPHY OF POWER - Lionel Rulionoff
NOW AVAILABLE AT
COLBY BOOKST ORE
L.

About personal matters: In all my life, I have, wholeheartedly and with all my force, served the fatherland, the revolution and the people. Now if I should depart from this world ,
there is nothing that I am sorry to have done. I regret only
not to be able to serve longer and more.
After my passing away, great funeral should be avoided in
order not to waste the time and money of the people.
Finally, to the whole people, the whole Party, the whole
army, to my nephews and nieces, youth and children, I leave
behind my boundless affection.
I also convey my fraternal greetings to the comrades,
friends, youth and children in the world.
My ultimate wish is that our whole Party and people, closely united in the struggle, build a peaceful, unified, independent, democratic and prosperous Viet Nam , and make a worthy
contribution to the world revolution.
Ho Chi Minh
Reprinted from the PEKING REVIEW , Sept. 19, 1969

Furt hermore, there is a sense of cohesiveness, unity and cooperation , total
l y lacking in a conventional dormitory situation that is present in a group of
people who choose to live together. Possibilities for related academic and nonacademic programs abound.
Wh y are communities and communes springing up all over the country ?
People are tired of the slerilc , vap id , dislorlcd and perverting system of relationships that have developed in "modern " non-living. They desire to understand ,
perhaps even (sacrilege) love people around them. They 're tired of conventional
chauvinistic man-woman relationshi ps. Colb y, as an institution committed to
"infinite truth , " must recognize that truth in living sty le is perhaps more important than the. paper truth of academic exercise.
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compatriots in the north and in the south will be reunited
under the same roof. Our country will have the signal honour
of being a small nation which, through a heroic struggle, has
defeated two big imperialisms - the French and the American
and made a worthy contribution to the national-liberation
movement.
About the world communist movement: Having dedicated
my whole life to the cause of the revolution, the more I am
proud to see the growth of the international communist and
workers' movement, the more deeply I am grieved at the dissensions that arc dividing the fraternal parties!
I wish that our Party will do its best to contribute effectively to the restoration of unity among the fraternal parties
on the basis of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationslism, in a way consonant to the requirements of heart and
reason.
I am sure that the fraternal parties and countries will unite
again.
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It is little wonder that the p recincts of Colby College are
hallowed by the name of .Lovej oy . To have insp ire d one man
to so great a sacrifice f o r human liberty is a service large in
American education. And from it has come a Spiri tual endow
ment to this college that dollars and bricks can never, make.
Fro m an address by the Hon, Herbert Hoover,
Colby 193 7 (Honarary)
at the Centennial Observance of the
Martyrdom of Elij ah Paris h Lovejoy

A Statement from the Editorial Board of the ECH O
The letter that appears on the front page of this week's ECHO places us in
the peculiar position of being part of the news which we are responsible lo report
As dubiousan honor as our nowsworlhiness might be , our situation necessi ta tes
some comment and anal ysis.
The letter from the President 's Office (delivered into ihe hands of ihe editor of the ECHO at about 5:30 P.M., Tuesday) was received with a mixture of
i surprise and disbelief by the members of the editorial slaIT. After repeated rcad\ ings of tho President 's letter , however, the feeling became more and more one of
\ perp lexity. This puzzlement grew out of what we fell was the ambiguous nature
<: of the letter .
From what wo can surmise it seems that the President 's prime objection lo
t the ECHO is what he terms as "a deterioration of taste and lone for some time."
I He goes on to state in the second paragra ph. "It is important for the students
j
a nnd faculty , as well as our alumni , parents, and friends who support this college,
tj to know lhai the college can no longer ignore the fael thai the ECHO does not
«j «pp«ar to reflect accurately the concerns or the tasteiHof the commun ity as a
vj wh olo, " Essentiall y, then , the President 's objections would seem to fall into two
Cjj categories:
0) the mailer of taste and tone, and (2) what he sees as an inaccurate
¦"fN 'llu clio n of the concerns of the. community as a whole.

We , first of all , contest the President 's characterization of the October 9lh
issue of the ECHO as "a deplorable continuation of the downward spiral" of
taste and tone. The statement docs not recognize that with the twice yearl y
change s of staff the ECHO possesses no single line of editorial continuity . Willi
each semester , the comp lexion of the editorial staff undergoes significant changes
For the present staff to be held in any way accountable for the methods of past
editorial boards, to be lumped together with them as a part of a "trend. " seems
unfair. To conceive of the editorial board of this year 's ECHO as engaged in any
kind of continuation or reversal of past "trends" is inaccurate. Accordingl y, the
"taste and tone " of the present editorial staff is d isplayed onl y in the first three
issues of the current semester. If we arc forced to talk about trends with regard
to the ECHO then we might reasonabl y consider onl y the impressions given by
thesis three issues.
Interestingly enough , comments on the art work and the writing of this
year's staff by members of the administration , faculty, and student bod y have
been generall y favorable . Not all have liked or approved of individual ex carp s
from the pages of the ECHO, but the genera l consensus seems to be that the
paper lias shown an objectivity and concern in discussing the shortcomings and
achievements of Ihe college .
In his letter, the President expresses his approval of the first two ECHO's
of this semester, but he objects to ihe "taste and tone " of the issue of October
9th. Whil e admitting that the issue was "in part quite constructive ." he states
that it represented "in several ways a deplorable eonlinualion of the dowmynvd
spiral. "Since the hitter does not specif y what particular aspects of the paper wen
either "constructive" or "d ep l orabl e", it is difficult to comment intelli gentl y on
Ibis criticism of the "taste and tone " of the paper. While we are templed to invoke! the old maxim , do guslibus non est disputandum (there is no disputing
mailers of last*!), the reality of the President 's letter would indicate that the
issue of taste , even in the 1.970's is not a closed matter.
Although members of the ECHO staff and Student Government leaders
met willi the President for an hour and a half on Wednesday, the President de- i
dined to makes any on-thev- reicord statement of his position nor offe r any clarify'*
ieation of the; implications of his letter. The members of the present editorial
staff remain prepared to desfe.'rid publicl y or privately their approach lo local
Con ' t on pg. 2
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